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ELGIN POLICE DEPARTMENT

A message from Chief Ana Lalley
In 2018, changes midyear shifted the leadership in the
Elgin Police Department’s Administration Bureau,
which then lead to changes in command staff
throughout the department.
Chief Jeffrey Swoboda retired, followed
shortly thereafter by Interim Chief Bill Wolf. After
serving as a commander for over six years, it was my
honor to be named Elgin’s Chief of Police.
The year was met with new challenges for
the department and myself which will be discussed in
the crime recap for 2018. In 2019, I look forward to
several new initiatives we are exploring. In particular,
the creation of the Collaborative Crisis Services Unit
(CCSU), a unit that will help respond to incidents
involving, and subjects in, a mental health crisis. We
hope to be able to assist in seeking resources for
them.
Our commitment to technology will continue as we work to maintain leadership status in identifying and exploring tools and partnerships that will
help our officers perform more efficiently.
Youth will also continue to be a major focus
for our personnel. We plan to connect with the Gail
Borden Library and area schools to increase literacy
and work with kids so they understand that police are
there to help.
We brought our retirees back into the police
department’s fold by creating new communication
and reunion opportunities. We value their contributions to the Elgin community and will ensure we continue to honor their careers and service.
Department members are brainstorming
new and creative outreach ideas, such as skating with

the police at the city’s ice rink, for
2019. The following page outlines
many of the outreach initiatives we
were involved with during 2018.
If you haven’t been engaged with the Elgin Police Department in the past, I hope you will
find time this year to connect.
Whether it’s by joining us at a meeting, signing up for one of the Citizens Police Academies, Community
Emergency Response Team or any
event that looks interesting to you,
please attend and become a part of
our extended Elgin Police Department family.

Information contained within this report
This report will provide a recap of the department’s outreach, Elgin’s 2018 crime statistics, and an
overview of the department’s efforts to meet each of the goals as listed below:


Reduce serious crime



Foster community partnerships



Improve traffic safety



Promote employee development
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Chief’s Community Meetings



Elgin Teen Life events



Police Explorer Post 1445



Opioids 101



Narcan Administration Training



The IF Project—discussion and viewing



Pinwheel Palooza for Prevention



Teen Job Fair



Pet Health and Safety Event



Pet photos with Santa



Little Library in EPD Lobby



Special Olympics fundraisers



Community Conversations



Summer Kick-off Event



Citizens Police Academy Sessions


Spring



Seniors



Teens



Spanish



Community Emergency Response Team training



CAMPS meetings



Re-entry Collaborative



Our Story justice system initiative



38 building tours; 873 visitors



Cone with a Cop



Cocoa with a Cop



Coffee with a Cop



Youth Boxing



Plants vs Police Kids ROPE Program



ROPE Camp



Soccer and Basketball games /drop-ins



Golf camp



Security through Surveillance classes



Family Disaster Preparedness Expo



Bars with Stars—weightlifting with officers



Pink squad car for Breast Cancer Awareness



Drug Takeback



Winter Open House



ALICE (active shooting) training



Cops and Bobbers



EPD Elves



Bike-giveaway



Bike helmet giveaway and safety citations



Senior Services luncheons



Nursing home visits



Scam Awareness presentations



Copsicle Cart



Walk and Talks



Business Chats
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Elgin 2018 statistics reflect a 5% increase in Part I crimes with a 4% decrease in total crimes
The Federal Bureau of Investigation maintains the country’s Uniform Crime Reporting program. This program collects nationwide statistics on what are categorized as Part I crimes. These are crimes that are committed against
people and property, are serious in nature, occur with regularity in all areas of the country, and they are likely to be
reported to the police. For a list of Part I crimes, click here. Part II crimes can still be serious, but the information is
not collected by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for nationwide comparison purposes. For the first time in several years, the Elgin Police Department is providing a five-year compilation of both Part I and II crimes to provide a
more complete picture of Elgin’s crime.

In 2018, Elgin experienced a 4% decrease in total crime; in fact, the lowest total crime in five years with violent
crime experiencing a 4% decrease from 2017. However, Elgin did experience a 5% increase in Part I crimes from the
year prior. When reflecting on Elgin’s history, in 1972 Elgin’s population was approximately 55,000 people. During
that year the city experienced 2,659 Part I crimes. In 2018, 47 years later with a population double that of 1972, the
city experienced 1,954 Part I crimes; a 27% decrease in comparison.

Homicides:
Three homicides occurred in Elgin last year, which is one more than in 2017. In one 2018 case there were two victims and that investigation was cleared by arrests. The second case involved a victim in which a suspect has been
identified and an arrest warrant has been issued.
Travaris Stevenson and Lee Spain were arrested and charged with the shooting deaths of Raymond Dyson and
Mark McDaniel, who were killed April 29, 2018 in the 0-100 block of Longwood Pl. in Elgin.
At the time of this press release, Shannon Smith is being sought for the shooting death of Shaprie Smith in the 500
block of S. McLean Blvd. on September 9, 2018. An arrest warrant has been issued in Kane County for his arrest. The
department is working with outside agencies in an effort to locate and take Mr. Smith into custody. The public is
reminded a reward is available for information leading to his capture.
Statistical Highlights:





As defined in the first paragraph above, in 2018 Elgin had 1,954 Part I crimes, a 5% increase and 98 more than
the 1,856 reported in 2017. Elgin also had a 6% decrease in Part II crimes; from 9,300 in 2017 to 8,763 in 2018.
When totaling both Part I and II crimes, 2017 had 11,156 total crimes and 2018 had 10,717; a decrease last year
of 4%.
Shooting victims were up 50%, from 8 in 2017 to 12 in 2018. In the past five years, 2015 had the most shooting
victims with 21.
Shots-fired incidents increased slightly by 21%. This is the second lowest year in the past five years, with the
highest being in 2016 with a total of 64 compared to 34 in 2018.
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Statistical Highlights (continued):




There were 59 robberies in 2018, a 5% increase over 2017 when 56 were reported. Since 1999, 2017 had the
lowest total recorded, followed by 2018 with the second lowest.
In 2018, burglaries to dwellings decreased by 12% from 2017, but burglaries to motor vehicles increased by 18%
and also presented as the highest total in the past five years.
Stolen vehicles totaled 82 in 2018, an increase of 11% when compared to 2017’s total of 74.

A challenge that remains on the forefront of Elgin’s crime rate is how to convey the importance of locking personal
belongings. ”The ‘If you like it – lock it’ campaign continues, though 82% of vehicle break-ins were attributed to unlocked doors,” stated Chief Ana Lalley. “Additionally 84% of stolen vehicles were related to leaving them unlocked
and running, or keys left inside unlocked/unattended vehicles. We are working to expand our Public Service Announcements in the new year and we are exploring additional venues to help get the message out. We need to
work together on this issue; it’s a prime example as to how the community and the police department need to team
up to drive crime down.”

“Last year saw many changes within the police department,” continued Chief Lalley. “Leadership transitioned, but
the goals and initiatives that have been at the core of this department continue and grow. We maintain our focus
on reducing crime, increasing traffic safety and engaging with the community. ”
Elgin did experience an officer-involved shooting in 2018, its first since 1999. “The investigation surrounding the
March 12, 2018 death of DeCynthia Clements had not reached a conclusion by the end of the year,” stated Chief
Lalley. “We anticipate it will finalize in 2019 and we will keep communication lines open, provide updates, and work
to strengthen the relationship we have with our community.”
The two-way communication venues were numerous throughout 2018 with Community Conversations, monthly
Chief’s Meetings, Coffee, Cocoa and Cone with a Cop events, Walk and Talks in neighborhoods and business districts, clergy and neighborhood meetings, special events at locations throughout Elgin, along with several other
methods of engagement throughout the year.
The department partnered with organizations, such as School District U-46, the Gail Borden Library, Boys and Girls
Club and many others, to provide opportunities for teens and children to be involved with the police in a positive
manner. Elgin Teen Life, Kids United, ROPE Camp, field trips, and many other opportunities were created to help
build a more solid foundation with youth in the community. “We also plan to expand our outreach with Elgin’s
youth in 2019, as this relationship plays a pivotal role in a community’s experience with crime,” stated Chief Lalley.
“In 2019 the police department will create the Collaborative Crisis Services Unit (CCSU), a unit that will help respond
to incidents involving, and subjects in, a mental health crisis, continue to explore technology, community partnerships, and youth initiatives,” said Chief Lalley. “In a year of transition and challenges not faced before, I’m very
proud of both the police department and the community. We all want what is best for Elgin and together we will
continue to work jointly to build that vision.”
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Internal affairs
complaints for
2018 totaled 50
with 38 generated
internally through
department mechanisms and 12
generated from
outside complaints. Of these
38 internal complaints, 23 were
related to traffic
crashes.

2018 Internal Affairs
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 Organizational Chart

 Goal One—Reduce Serious Crime
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Each division has contributed to the goal of reducing serious crime:
Administration

Patrol



Manage multiple sources of information and assist officers
with access



Respond to calls for service





Identify and locate offenders while on scene when possible

Provide judicial partners with timely information for case
prosecution



Specialized patrols in areas with crime trends based on



Cooperate and build partnerships with outside agencies



Maintain evidence in a secured location that is audited annually



Provide crime data for the city inclusive of near real-time
crime mapping, monthly statistical comparisons, and other
transparency information



Responded to 1,882 Freedom of Information Act requests
and 2,009 State’s Attorney requests and subpoenas



Facilitate the use of up-to-date technologies related to public safety needs





Intelligence information,



PredPol predictive software



Data Driven Approach to Crime and Traffic Safety reports



Hot spot zones in mobile mapping

Support specialized divisions with


Evidence



Investigations



Proactive operations

Investigations

Strategic Initiatives



Investigate crimes in an effort to close criminal cases, preventing further victimization



Disseminated social media information and specialized
information for seniors



Maintain clear and consistent communication with county
State’s Attorney’s offices for optimal prosecution





Explore and using technology to improve and/or enhance
investigations

Created a weekly video for social media distribution inclusive of PD information, trends and
other relevant information





Identify crime trends and work towards identifying the
source

Produced public service announcements, made
radio show appearances and provided department-initiated newspaper articles



Post-incident Walk-and-Talks to gather and relay information to neighborhoods



Obtained grant funding for equipment





Utilize the Real-time Information Center for assistance with

video and camera needs

Focus on assisting those with substance abuse
issues



Provide gang and drug educational presentations as both
prevention and relationship-building





Social media presence and outreach for community assistance when needed

Visit, mentor and interact with community
schools



Assist other divisions with case support



Internet and online safety information



Nuisance abatement and offender initiatives



Drug operations to curtail narcotic sales and their related
crimes



Neighborhood Watch implementations and support



Ensure sex offender compliance with applicable laws

Cultivated information on trends and intelligence
to relay to department and public

 Goal Two —Foster Community Partnerships
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Each division has contributed to the goal of fostering community partnerships:
Administration

Patrol

Plan, organize and attend community meetings and conver- 
sations

Maintain an open line of communication with the Elgin

City Council






Foster relationships with clergy leadership and other community leaders and stakeholders



Partner with social service agencies to identify community
needs



Aid in recruiting efforts



Speak and participate in public, community and department
events



Maintain social media visibility



Established internet exchange safe zones at the police
department

Attended multiple community meetings
Assigned permanent officers to most beats within the city
Participated in neighborhood Walk and Talks, Business
Chats and other community events



Visited schools and youth clubs



Worked to establish relationships with businesses in the
area



Selected officers assigned to the department’s Neighborhood Officer Program of Elgin for partnership strengthening

Investigations

Strategic Initiatives



Attend meetings with neighboring departments to learn of
crime trends



Coordinate with multi-family housing developments to
ensure landlord tenant issues and training are addressed



Partner with outside agencies for investigative needs



Foster neighborhood engagement with ROPE and NOPE
officers



Facilitate meetings with area merchants to discuss crime
patterns





Continue Security through Surveillance objectives of camera partnerships throughout the city

Involvement and creation of youth programs within neighborhoods, such as Elgin Teen Life, ROPE Camp





Utilize social service agencies for victim assistance

Kids United and other school programming involving officers



Provide gang and drug educational presentations as both

prevention and relationship-building to community groups,
schools and colleges


Participated in approximately 300 community events and
organized National Night Out
Coordinate Citizens Police Academies (including Senior,
Teen and Spanish), Citizens Police Academy Alumni Association and the Community Emergency Response Team

 Goal Three —Improve Traffic Safety
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Each division has contributed to the goal of improving traffic safety:
Administration

Patrol





Supports


Grant initiatives for traffic enforcement efforts

Enforcement of traffic and parking laws and ordinances


Specialized training for recognizing impaired driv- 
ers

Participated in grant-funded enforcement initiatives



Adopt Data Driven Approach to Crime and Traf- 
fic Safety methodology

Several officers trained in Advanced Roadside Impairment
Driving Enforcement for field sobriety testing



Special enforcement initiatives



Messaging from Traffic Unit to the public



Special enforcement in school zones with a focus on distracted drivers

Strategic Initiatives
Investigations


Traffic safety is not a primary focus in the Investigations Division due
to the nature of the assignment



Traffic enforcement was conducted by the Gang Crimes
Unit and the Unit for Special Assignments



Create, disseminate and utilize Data Driven Approaches to
Crime and Traffic Safety maps for enforcement and patrol



Provide traffic safety messages for the public via social media, radio and newspaper



Obtain grant funding for specialized enforcement



Special event planning to ensure safe passage for all participants



Teen driving safety academy for high school students



Provide escort services for military, funeral, high school
and construction projects



Integral in the city’s Snow Command communication



Truck weight enforcement



PBT/radar/breathalyzer checks, updates and supply



Technology improvements in ticketing software



Drone deployment when required

 Goal Four—Promote Employee Development
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Promoting employee development is a department-wide individual goal rather than a bureau-specific goal. Therefore accomplishments are listed all as one since they do overlap.


Advanced degrees sought by a number of EPD’s staff



All staff completed



Springfield IL: Police Memorial Ceremony



Bellevue WA: Internet Crimes Against Children
Undercover Concepts and Techniques



Fair and Impartial training





Orange County CA: National Gang Conference

CPR and ALICE training



Rothschild WI: Wisconsin Serving Victims of
Crime



Civilians and officers trained in Crisis Intervention Training



Active shooter training



New Orleans LA: JailCon 2018



Attendance at various trainings, conferences and leadership
meetings



Las Vegas NV: Commercial UAV Expo





Facilitated management/supervisor meetings

Orlando FL: International Association of Chiefs
of Police Conference



Implemented Healthy Minds and Peer Support programs
for employees



Northwestern University IL: Traffic Accident
Reconstruction #2



Participated in fitness challenges and supported physical
fitness room initiatives



Created the Chief’s Improvement Committee



Selected officers assigned to SWAT, Drone, Honor Guard,
Evidence Response and ILEAS teams



Selected officers trained as Drug Recognition Experts



Career development opportunities in special divisions



Mentoring staff members in leadership and skill development



Visited


Scotland, London and New York for use of force
information



Long Beach CA: Training on how to assist individuals experiencing homelessness



Atlanta GA: National Prescription Drug and Heroin Summit



Atlanta GA: Police Recruitment and Retention
Summit

Retirees
In 2018, Chief Lalley began outreaching to retired Elgin Police
Department police officers. A luncheon was hosted, training and
round table discussions are planned in 2019, and a video series
began with Retired Sergeant Chris Troiola as the host. Retirees
also receive weekly emails detailing upcoming police department
events which they have a standing invitation to attend.



Hosted and taught:


Verbal Judo Instructor Course



Crisis Intervention Team Training
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Social media is integral to the Elgin Police Department’s communication plan with a total of 33,535 followers on Facebook
at the end of the year. Posts are generated for many reasons
to include community engagement, events, crime, weekly and
periodic videos, education, traffic and a multitude of other
reasons as needed. Twitter is also used, largely for traffic, and
is interfaced with the City of Elgin’s 311 app with an automatic feed to the app. Twitter had approximately 4,000 followers
at the year end.

Other popular posts are crime-related, which reached as far as
80,000 in 2018.

The Facebook post with the furthest reach was the Elgin Police Department’s Public Service Announcement regarding shopping and safeguarding purses and wallets, with 155,800
reached. The second most popular was Officer Jay Sheehan
pictured with a dog seeking its owner; 102,800 reached.

Additional popular posts included:


Holiday lights video: 38,400



Car seat law change: 40,200



Recruiting information: 64,700



Missing person: 71,000



Traffic post regarding Randall Road: 86,000

New initiatives in 2018 included Monday Rundown and Chief
Lalley in the Fox Valley, both aimed at providing the community with information from the police department.
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New Hires















Shane McNamara
David Mahan
Brian Lagodzinski
Yoana Davalos
Andrew Johnson
Melana Raehl
Jordan Collins
Edwin Alva
Zachary Young
Romond Payne
Sandra Chaidez
Chad Benavidez
Christopher Valle
Seretha Hollingsworth

Anniversaries











Elias Acevedo, 20 years
Jimmy Brandon, 10 years
Ken Ericson, 20 years
Kristie Hilton, 20 years
William Homeier, 20 years
Russ Matson, 20 years
Nichol Sharp, 10 years
Paul Sharp, 20 years
Joseph Sheehan, 20 years
Matthew Vartanian, 10 years

Promotions













Maura Maschinski
Mary Wanic
Chad VanMastrigt
Ana Lalley
Al Young
Jim Bisceglie
Frank Trost
Steve Bianchi
Kevin Senne
Heather Robinson
John Slocum
David Mendiola

Retirements












Conan Fender
Sally Ryan
Kathy Schreiner
Jeffrey Swoboda
Sharon Pepke
Bill Wolf
Carl Ball
Paul Sharp
Joe Riordan
James Donohue
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Quarterly
First Quarter
 Sergeant Jim Lalley, Supervisor
 Officer Jimmy Mendez, Officer
 Detective Dan Rouse, Special Division Officer
 Systems Specialist Tyler Jones, Civilian
Second Quarter
 Sergeant Katy Potts, Supervisor
 Officer Bob Henke, Officer
 Detective Tim Marabillas, Special Division Officer
 Records Clerk Diane Asod, Civilian

Third Quarter
 Lieutenant Adam Schuessler, Supervisor
 Officer Daniel Kazy-Garey, Officer
 Detective Scott St. John, Special Division Officer
 Parking Control Officer Lizette Lara, Civilian
Fourth Quarter
 Lieutenant Rick Ciganek, Supervisor
 Officer David Mahan, Officer
 Detective Lorenz Burkert, Special Division Officer
 Telecommunicator JoBeth Robison, Civilian

Annual Awards





Systems Specialist Tyler Jones, Civilian of the Year
Officer Daniel Raiman, Rookie of the Year
Detective Jamie Marabillas, Officer of the Year
Lieutenant Adam Schuessler, Manager of the Year

2018 American Legion Officer of the Year
Sergeant Heather Robinson

Explorer of the Year

Elisa Arce

